Receptive field properties of the parabrachio-thalamic taste and mechanoreceptive neurons in rats.
Receptive fields (RFs) of 36 taste (the 22 parabrachio-thalamic relay (P-T) and 14 non-P-T) and 23 mechanoreceptive neurons (7 P-T and 16 non-P-T) were located in the oral cavity of rats. All of the taste and most of the mechanoreceptive units examined had an RF on the ipsilateral side of the tongue or palate, but some mechanoreceptive P-T and non-P-T units had RFs bilaterally. When the RFs of taste neurons were examined with the most effective of the four basic taste (the best stimulus) and non-best stimuli, no difference was noticed in the location of RFs between the P-T and non-P-T neurons. Though most of the P-T neurons (7/11) and all of the non-P-T neurons (6/6) had an RF for non-best stimuli at a region similar to that for the best stimulus, some P-T neurons (4/11) had an RFs for non-best stimulus outside the RF for the best stimulus and/or on the region separate from the RF for the best stimulus. The P-T neurons, responding vigorously to non-optimal stimuli as well as to the best stimulus, had an RF outside the RF for the best stimulus. RFs for mechanical stimulation were also examined in some taste and mechanoreceptive neurons. The mechanoreceptive P-T units rarely had an RF exclusively on the palate. Some mechanoreceptive units had an RF on the region where no taste RF has been found, e.g. the intermolar eminence and the folium of the hard palate.